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AB STRAC T
An optical fiber based communications system of unusual design
is described. The system consists of a network of optical
fibers overlaid on the distribution system. It is configured
as a large number of interconnected rings, with some spurs.
Protocols for access to and control of the network are de-
scribed. Because of the way they function, the protocols are
collectively called AbNET, in commemoration of the micro-
biologists' abbreviation Ab for antibody. Optical data links
that could be optically powered are described. There are two
versions: each has good frequency response and minimal filter-
ing requirements. In one, a conventional FM pulse train is
used at the transmitter, and a novel form of phase-locked loop
is used as demodulator. In the other, the FM transmitter is
replaced with a pulse generator arranged so that the period
between pulses represents the modulating signal. Transmitter
and receiver designs, including temperature compensation
methods, are presented. Experimental results are given.
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PREFACE
This report is one of a series describing work performed at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory for the United States Department of Energy on the technology of
distribution automation.
In the preface to our previous report, written about a year ago, I said that it
was the judgment of the United States Department of Energy and other industry
observers that in the mid-1990s the United States would experience a generation
capacity shortage. Opinions have not changed. There is talk of non-utility
generation, and of wheeling power, but there is no conviction that these alone
will suffice. Load management, and perhaps some of the equipment utilization
functions of distribution automation, can help ameliorate the effects of a
capacity shortage, and seem certain to be required within a few years.
Consequently, both DOE and JPL consider that continued involvement in this
distribution automation effort is contributory to the solution of a problem of
national importance.
Distribution automation continues to be the subject of research, at JPL and
elsewhere, and as yet there are no large-scale commercial applications. There
are several reasons for the lack of commercial success, and these are themselves
the subject of much discussion. Distribution automation is a complex topic.
Consider three aspects: time-scale, control strategy and communications
requirements.
The various distribution automation functions have time-scales ranging from
fractions of a second (for protection) through minutes (most control functions)
to hours (thermal time-constants) or even years (load growth planning). Some of
the functions require centralized control or decision-making (load reduction);
others can be implemented in a distributed fashion (VAr control). Sometimes a
centralized function may need to override a local one; load reduction and voltage
control are examples. Some functions require communications to many locations
in order to be effective, others can take advantage of local intelligence. It
is likely that the very complexity of distribution automation has weighed against
its widespread implementation. There are problems to be solved in the area of
power system control, communications networks, optimization, and customer
relations, as well as safety and economics, often considered overriding factors.
Broadly speaking, the examples of distribution automation that do exist have been
implemented piecemeal, as the need for a function arose, as technologies advanced
or as funds became available. Rarely do such assemblages of subsystems consti-
tute a system, operating with coordination. There are problems, both technical
and institutional, of considerable complexity. We have adopted the approach of
separating the technical (and economic) problems from the institutional ones, and
then analyzing the technical problems and their economic constraints.
Because it has until now operated in a communications-limited environment, the
distribution automation community has developed some ingenious approaches, and
the line between control and communications problems has become blurred. Our
approach and our analysis have segregated the fundamental functional requirements
of distribution automation. We perceive distribution automation as a mixture of
control (for operations) and planning functions. Data acquisition operates in
support of these. Communications is not a "requirement": but some functions
require centralized monitoring, and these depend on communications.
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Poor communications has been one of the factors responsible for the slow growth
of the distribution automation market. Power line carrier, radio and telephone--
the "conventional" communications media--have been inadequate. Over the last
year or so we have been working at applying fiber optics to solve the communica-
tions problem at minimum cost. But a fiber optic communications system for
distribution automation must be more than just economical: it must reach all
parts of the distribution system, and do so reliably. A network of unusual
design is proposed as the solution. Some possible solutions to the special
problems of this network are discussed in this report.
The overall communications network, called AbNET in this report, has far-reaching
implications for the topic of distribution automation. While the operating
protocols for the network are distributed, the applications programs are all
assumed to reside at the distribution substation. Distribution automation is
assumed to be "centralized," at least to this extent. To be effective,
interfaces at the substation and at the remote terminals will have to be defined
carefully. But in return, the strategy offers an end to vertical integration in
the industry. Once this communications system has been installed, the customer
need no longer depend on the supplier of the communications system for the
requisite control software. There is no reason that software to operate the
distribution system cannot be bought from one of a number of competing vendors,
or developed by the utility itself. Furthermore, such changes to such software
can be implemented simply by installing them at the distribution substations.
A significant impediment to progress in distribution automation is removed.
A further impediment to the widespread application of the techniques of distri-
bution automation has been the high cost of data, particularly the high cost of
measurements. The distribution system is electrically very complex, with
multiple loads, taps, capacitors and switching arrangements. For full-scale
distribution automation, complete instrumentation of the system may be required,
calling for literally hundreds of measurements on a single feeder. Even assuming
that the communications system required for all this information is in place, the
sensing needs are an economic burden to the system.
In earlier work, we demonstrated an optically powered data link that could make
a contribution to reducing the cost of measurements in the distribution system.
In this report, we present two new versions of the link, that offer improved
performance in terms of requiring less filtering, while maintaining good
frequency response.
In the future, JPL may be involved in the development of suitable hardware and
software for the implementation of one or more prototype distribution automation
systems using fiber optics. Some of that work may be industry-funded: one of the
purposes of this report is to introduce potential sponsors to the JPL effort.
Pasadena, California
November, 1989
HAROLD KIRKHAM
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i. FIBER-OPTICS BASED COMMUNICATIONS FOR DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION
i.i. Introduction
There is growing interest in distribution automation, the implementation of
automation in the electric power distribution system. Some of the communications
problems associated with distribution automation are discussed in an earlier
report (Kirkham, Johnston and Friend, 1989). This section of this report
describes recent developments aimed at solving those problems. The primary
problem, limited data rate on the communications channel, is readily solved by
using fiber optics. However, as shown by Kirkham et al. (ibid.), a rather
unusual communications system must be used.
It must be assumed that it is necessary to communicate with all parts of the
power network. Consequently, the communications network must be co-extensive
with the power system. The data acquisition and control needs of the system mean
that it will be necessary to tap into the communications network at a large
number of locations. (For even a single substation, this number could be
hundreds.) It is also a requirement that communications be possible to all
locations even if the configuration of the network changes, for example because
of failure of one or more lines or nodes.
Normally, the distribution system is operated radially, with a limited set of
open loops designed to provide an alternative way of bringing power to any given
location. The fiber can, of course, cross an open power switch. As a result,
the fiber optic communication system is arranged not as a conventional ring, star
or bus system, but as a series of interconnected loops, with an occasional spur.
An example of a system for power distribution communications is shown below in
Figure I-I. In the Figure, a node is a remote terminal unit (RTU) that could be
involved in data acquisition or control, or both. A gateway is a special kind
of node that normally prevents messages that originate in one substation from
reaching the area served by another station, but that can be programmed to pass
such messages, if required. The lines connecting the nodes are assumed to be
full-duplex communications lines.
The highly interconnected nature of the communications system means that most
locations could be accessed from more than one direction, and over several
different routes. These are features that will help provide reliable communi-
cation, but which complicate network access. This is a somewhat unusual topology
for a flber-optlc local-area network, in that there are a large number of
interconnected loops with common legs, and many branch points.
The large number of points at which the fiber must be accessed for data
acquisition or control means that ordinary optical taps, in which the power in
the fiber is divided evenly, cannot be used. What is more, even if the sensors
used for data acquisition are optical, there is practically no chance of the
signals from them being compatible with the information format used in the com-
munications fiber. Therefore, each tap point will necessarily include optical-
electrlcal-optical conversion.
DISTRIBUTION
SUBSTATION
UNIT
DISTRIBUTION
SUBSTATION
UNIT
DISTRIBUTION
SUBSTATION
UNIT
[] NOOE [] GATEWAY
Figure i-i. Topology of communications system
for power distribution network
Figure 1-2 is a block diagram of the node required to implement the communication
system. The use of a microprocessor to control the flow of data in and out of
the communications system is assumed, although it is possible that simple
functions such as load management could be performed by a purely hardware system.
For completeness, a general-purpose node that is capable of data acquisition and
control signal generation is shown.
Altogether, a rather unusual system is defined. As far as communications are
concerned, the system is rather liberally sprinkled with repeaters. The network
consists of a large number of point-to-point links, with the stations effectively
connected in series. This means that communication distances are very short, and
even the slight dispersion effects that might appear because of the use of low-
grade fiber will not accumulate in the system.
There is no shared medium or common bus. Consequently, most messages will have
to pass through many intermediate stations on their way to their destination.
The operation of such a communications system can be controlled in a number of
ways. In the next section, we will review the question of distribution auto-
mation communications, and place the problem in the wider context of computer
communications.
1.2. Review of Communications for Distribution Automation
There are a number of media that have been used for communication in the
distribution system. None was ideally suited to all applications. Distribution
line carrier (DLC) can be used to implement load management, or some such low-
speed function. The data rate (typically a few bits per second) is so low that
messages must usually be broadcast, there being insufficient capacity to include
addressing. Telephone can be used, but leased lines are point-to-point, and many
lines would be required to reach all the places that distribution automation must
access. The public telephone system can be used to reach consumers' premises or
to communicatewith distribution substations. In either application, the cost
of service from the telephone companyis likely to makethe application difficult
to justify economically. There are communications methods that use radio, but
two-way communication requires two sets of equipment. In any case, there is a
very limited amount of spectrum space available.
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These technical and economic limitations, together with institutional issues such
as ownership and the need for licenses, have been impediments to the implementa-
tion of distribution automation. Each time a utility wanted to add a distribu-
tion automation function, they had to consider a new communications system for
it. They might, for example, have successfully automated the control and
monitoring of a distribution feeder by means of a radio system, and then been
required to add DLC to perform load management on the same feeder. Probably the
radio system did not provide access to all the loads, or it may have been too
expensive to modify the control software.
Theresult of this approachhas been that electricity distribution communications
has avoided a problem that faced most other users of communications systems.
Most communications systems are able to support more than one user. In order to
share the limited resource (the communicationschannel), the users have to abide
by someagreed-to protocol. By and large, there is no need for such protocols
in utility communications. Eachuser or application has its owndedicated com-
munications system.
In contrast, computer communications networks have been obliged to address the
problem. Practically any physical mediumcan be used to allow just two computers
to communicate. One may choose twisted pair, coaxial cable or fiber optics,
depending on the speed requirements. The two users can agree on a data encoding
method for the medium (baseband or carrier, signal levels etc.) and communi-
cations can begin. As soon as a third or fourth computer is added, additional
questions have to be answered. If it is decided not to connect all machines to
all other machines, and not to connect all machines to a commonpoint, there are
questions of routing and access to the commonmedium that cannot be left
unanswered.
A series connection meansthat somemessagesmust pass through an intermediate
machine to reach their destination, but avoids the problem of contention for
access to the commonchannel of a parallel connection. If a series connection
is used, should the computers be arranged in a ring? Is a bus interconnection
the right way to go? If the system uses a commoncommunications medium, as in
a bus, how is the access contention problem resolved? The addition of more
users to the system brings moredecisions that have to be made. A hierarchical
structure, such as a tree network, might be useful. In a highly interconnected
network, how are messagesto be routed?
As computer networks developed, the need for standards for interconnectionbecame
apparent. In this way, the location of other users and the manufacturer of their
equipment could be madetransparent to a user. The OpenSystem Interconnection
(OSI) model of the International Standards Organization (ISO) (Zimmermann,1980)
was a recent step towards standardization. This model split the problem of
computer communications into seven logical and physical layers. While other
arrangements are possible, and indeed were under study when the ISO model was
released, the OSImodelhas becomethe accepted framework for discussing computer
communications.
1.3. OpenSystem Interconnection Model
Computer-to-computer communications in the ISO seven layer model is shown in
Figure 1-3. In the Figure, a few words of explanation have been added to the
diagram. A moredetailed explanation is given below. It is important to realize
that this OSI standard is just a model. Very few networks adhere strictly to
this structure. Usually layers are missing because they are not needed in some
particular application, and sometimesfunctions are implemented in layers other
than those to which this model would ascribe them.
To makethe model seemmore familiar, weuse the problem of getting two personal
computers to talk to one another as an example. Webegin this description with
the top layer and proceed downward. Imagine that you have a personal computer
with, say, a word-processing program. You want to send a file from your word
processor to that of a colleague.
Coordinates
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Figure I-3. International Standards Organization model
of open system interconnection
The application layer is the layer of software that transfers data across the
network. All other layers in the hierarchy exist solely to satisfy the needs of
this layer. In the discussion example, this is the word processor program. In
the case of a distribution automation system, the applications layer might be the
SCADA program, the program that presents data to the operator, or the program
that contains the control algorithms which are commonly part of SCADA operations.
The presentation layer provides services to the application layer to process the
data in some way to make them more suitable for the layers below. This could
mean, for example, translation or encryption of the data. The operating system
of the personal computer is an example of a presentation layer. It furnishes
data in a format that can be handled, for example, by the word processing program
or the screen driver, and at the same time can take a file of data furnished by
a word processing program and present it for transmission to a remote computer
to the layer underneath, the session layer. In the distribution automation
example, this layer could contain user-callable library routines.
The session layer is the first of the layers in this hierarchy specifically
concerned with communications to another computer. In essence, this layer is
responsible for coordinating interaction between the opposite end application
processes. The layer has to be aware of both the application and the communi-
cations. Some of the functions of the typical communications program on a
personal computer perform the functions required of the session layer. For
example, a program sending blocks of data to make up a file might pause for
acknowledgement at the end of each block. This could be a session layer
function. In some applications, the session layer is a "virtual" layer. The
decisions madehere are the type of communication to be employed (e.g. full or
half duplex) and how the failure of lower layers in the hierarchy is to be
handled.
The session layer interfaces to the transport layer which is the highest of the
seven layers responsible for the integrity of data. For example, this layer
would be capable of performing error checking, perhaps on a packet by packet
basis. This function is performed in the personal computer world by a number of
communication programs.
The job of the transport layer is to furnish error-free messages, in sequence,
to the session layer. Whether this is a simple task or a complex one depends on
the layers beneath. If the lower layers are retaining message sequence, and are
performing error checking, the transport layer becomes very simple. On the other
hand, if the lower layers can operate so as to get messages out of sequence, for
example, the transport layer must correct the deficiency.
The transport layer connects to the network layer, which is responsible for
furnishing data to the bare-bit manipulations of the data link layer below. In
the PC world, the network layer is typically part of the telephone system, not
the PC itself. The network layer is responsible for routing the information from
computer to computer. Once you dial the phone number, you have no choice over
the route that the phone company uses for your data. Consequently, it is their
responsibility in this particular case to perform the functions of the network
layer.
The data link layer is the highest level at which information as such is handled.
The data link layer may perform error control on a word by word basis; for
example, parity checking occurs in the data link layer. There may also be some
means of flow control or hand-shaking to assure synchronization between devices
capable of operating at different speeds. The telephone company for example, in
their data link layer, typically will add bits to the 8-bit word coming from most
PC modems, so that error checking (in addition to the parity bit that the user
knows about) is usually performed.
Some users of the model have divided the data link layer into two sub-layers:
logical link control and a medium access control. The logical link sub-layer is
responsible for establishing, maintaining and terminating a logical connection
between devices. The medium access control sub-layer ensures that only one
device attempts to transmit at a time, performing the function of congestion
control.
The physical layer, the lowest layer of this hierarchy, is the level at which the
electrical signals are exchanged. A specification of the physical layer typically
includes a description of electrical and mechanical quantities involved. For
example, RS-232 describes the type of plug to be used as well as the voltage
levels and the pin connections. In the world of modems, the physical layer
includes a description of the procedures to establish or release connections
between electrical circuits such as phone lines.
For most purposes in exchanging data from one computer to another, it is only the
bottom three layers of this hierarchy that need to be standardized. However,
because these layers do need to be standardized for effective communication
between different machines, a good deal of work has gone on in this area. IEEE,
for example, has developed a series of standards according to the IEEE 802
Committee. Theseare usually knownby the decimal organization of the subcommit-
tees, for example, IEEE 802.3 is CSMA/CD(Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Detection) and IEEE802.5 is Token Ring.
Onemay note also that the functional relationships between layers are clearly
defined in the open system interconnection model, but are not so clearly defined
in practice. The visibility of the boundaries between layers need only be
clearly defined if the boundary corresponds to a product, in which case
interfacing to that product (either physically or in terms of software) will be
vastly simplified. Thus, the transport layer and the session layer functions are
both performed adequately by PCcommunicationsprograms; and the network layer,
data link layer, and physical layer occur outside the boundaries of the typical
modem.
1.4. CommunicationsIssues for Distribution Automation
In arriving at the meshconfiguration shownin Figure I-i, wemadethe assumption
that a single communications system would be used for all possible distribution
automation applications. The system would therefore have to reach all parts of
the distribution system, and be capable of handling all future control and
monitoring data. The distribution system topology defined the communications
network topology, and the data requirements led us to choose fiber optics as the
communicationsmedium. This, in turn, leads to the choice of a baseband system,
probably using differential Manchester encoding. The need for multiple taps led
to an arrangement of node-repeaters, rather than passive optical powersplitters.
While the system size (length of links, numberof nodes) and topology are thus
defined, there are someremaining system issues.
In a conventional communications system design, link data rate is determined by
traffic requirements. For distribution automation, the data rate required is
very low comparedto the capability of the channel, and we can instead let cost
considerations fix the data rate. While a final determination has not yet been
made, we expect a bit rate of about I0 Mb/s to be achievable at minimumcost.
Since the mediumis fiber optics, the expected error rate can also be fixed by
design. (Error rate is influenced by power margin and bit rate, but is
unaffected by external factors.) As is commonpractice in fiber optics communi-
cations systems, a bit error rate (BER) of 10.9 is assumed.
This still leaves unanswereda numberof questions of system operation. In terms
of the seven-layer model, wehave so far defined only the lowest. Wehave not
addressed the questions of howto avoid collisions, whether to use error checking
to ensure reliable communications, how to route messagesin the network, or
whether voice and data can be transmitted over the samesystem. There are also
questions of priority (should someusers be assigned a higher priority than
others?), and the general question of whether to adopt a distributed strategy for
operation or a centralized one.
Generally speaking, these questions are addressed by considering the system
application. A telephone trunk application, for example, would indicate a design
with high efficiency, in terms of the fraction of the time that the communi-
cations channel was carrying (revenue earning) data. Efficiency, in this sense,
is affected by the channel bit rate (Mb/s), the packet length (assuming a packet-
switching network) and the length of the trunk. A real-time application might
be more concerned with access delay. Perhaps because it was not explicitly
considered at the early stages of design, the access delay in some experimental
distribution automation systems routinely amounts to tens of seconds, and is
sometimes measured in minutes!
While transmission delay is likely to be important in many distribution auto-
mation functions, in our application the most important factor is likely to be
reliability. One of the goals of distribution automation is to improve the
reliability of service by improving the performance of the distribution system.
It must be presumed that a reliable communications system is a prerequisite.
Ideally, the communications system should be failure-resistant, and preferably
quite immune to single-contingency failures. The usual strategy for ensuring
reliable communications at the lower levels of the hierarchy is error detection
and request for retransmission. At the higher levels re-routing can be used.
For the time being, assume that an effective error detection scheme is used to
mitigate the rare occurrences of corrupted messages. What should happen if the
network is changed by the operation of a bypass at a node, or by failure of a
link? In other words, how should the network layer be used for maximum
reliability?
If the substation unit maintains a map of the distribution system configuration,
messages can be routed by a minimal number of intermediate nodes to any desired
location. This would minimize transmission delay. Routing information for the
response could even be included in the message. However, if the map is
inaccurate (perhaps because of a line or node failure), this method breaks down,
and some other strategy must be used. It may be possible for the central unit
rapidly to update the map, but this approach seems cumbersome. We feel that any
method that relies on a "retry" is inappropriate. Better to flood all paths in
the communications network with information, than to use a routing approach. It
is possible that this approach may lead to lower efficiency, but it is our
conviction that performance will still be within acceptable bounds for
accomplishing distribution automation.
We may consider the communications network for distribution automation to consist
of a number of interconnected rings in which information can be circulated. A
conventional communications system with the stations connected in series would
consist of only one ring. For this kind of network, communications protocols
based on passing a token (which is a series of bits conferring the right to
transmit) from station to station have been worked out. An example is ANSI/IEEE
Standard 802.5-1985. The kind of network that can be controlled by IEEE 802.5
protocol is shown below in Figure i-4.
In this kind of system, a token is circulated in the ring, passing from unit to
unit until one of them wishes to transmit information. When this occurs, that
unit removes the token from the ring and replaces it with its message. At the
end of this process, the token is placed back on the ring and circulated behind
the message, so that other units can access the ring if they want to. In order
to prevent the endless circulation of the same information, the message is
removed by an "active monitor" in the ring. This is a station that is specif-
ically checking a particular bit of information (known @s the monitor bit) in the
system overhead data to solve this problem. The active monitor can remove a
message from the ring, and thereby prevent its endless_Irculation.
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Figure 1-4. Token Ring system for ANSI/IEEE 802.5
1.5. Adapting a Token-Passing Ring Protocol: The Problems
The token passing strategy does not readily adapt to the multiply-interconnected
rings or mesh configuration required for access to all portions of the communica-
tions network for power distribution. At least as of 1986 there were no
commercially available local networks based on the interconnected mesh (Hopper,
Temple and Williamson, 1986, page 40). There are two problems:
First, the token can be duplicated in a system that includes branches. This can
occur because, in order to maximize communications reliability, a node at an
intersection of two rings is expected to insert any information it receives into
both rings. Both rings might thus contain a copy of a valid token. Because of
this, a message could be generated simultaneously by a node in each ring. At a
point where two such rings come together, a collision (in the sense of simul-
taneous messages from two directions) would occur. Such a node must then include
some means of buffering one message while another one is being processed. This
is not a difficult problem to solve.
The second problem is that a single active monitor cannot prevent message
circulation in a multiple ring system. Further, if the topology of the system
is capable of changing during operation, it is impossible a priori to place one
and only one active monitor in each ring. To solve this problem, each node must
be able to terminate the process of repeating a message. A new, distributed
protocol is required in order to solve this problem.
1.6. Distributed Network Control
Distributed strategies for solving the message-circulation problem have been
discussed in the literature, and some have been implemented in practice. It
seems, however, that no such strategy has been described for the multiple ring
problem. In fact, there has been little work on multiple-ring networks, and what
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work has been donehas assumedthat the configuration is based on geographically
small areas served by rings, interconnected and communicatingonly occasionally.
Our system is rather different because its basic configuration is that of the
power system. The multiple rings associated with one distribution substation are
expected to communicate routinely to maximize communications reliability:
occasional communication with an adjacent substation may also be necessary.
1.7. The Solution: AbNET
Theproblems of adapting a token ring system to meshtopology are mainly problems
of the network layer of the hierarchy. Therefore, we describe the solution at
this level first.
1.7.1. AbNETNetwork Layer
In order to effect a distributed strategy to solve the circulation problem, every
messagemust contain a unique identifying numberthat can be stored in every node
that it passes through. Since the operation of nodes in separate rings is
assumedto be quite independent, the information required to identify a message
uniquely could be based on the source address of the originating node. This
address could be a "logical" address, or it could be simply the street address
of the node. The identifier probably need only contain one or two additional
bits, because it is unlikely that a greater numberof separate messagescould be
simultaneously generated in any given ring. Alternatively, the unique identifier
could be simply the source address and the time of origination of the message.
The unique identifier numberscan readily be stored in a small "stack" in the
node's memory. Wewill show later that the higher layers of the hierarchy
provide an even simpler way of identifying messages, but for now imagine that
each messageis somehowuniquely identified.
At all nodes, any messagereceived is retransmitted on all outgoing lines, unless
the messagehas been seen before, or is addressed to the node in question. By
adopting such a strategy, a messageinserted anywhere into the communications
network shown in Figure I-I will be broadcast to all units in the network, and
will not be repeated by a given node more than once. All links transmit the
messageexactly once. The method is therefore as economical in operation as a
single ring with an active monitor. It is in someways more efficient than a
methodwhich relies on somecentral unit working out a route for messagesto go
from node to node. The method, knownas flooding, always chooses the shortest
path between two nodes, because it chooses all paths. Transmission delay is
therefore minimized.
Reliability is also maximized. The schemewill work even if a fiber is broken,
and a node is therefore disconnected from one of its neighbors. (Such a failure
can be detected by communications tests that could be ordered from time to time
from the substation unit, but this is not an essential feature of normal
operation.)
The communications protocol resembles the working of the body's immunesystem.
The first time a T-cell in the immunesystem is exposed to an invading organism,
it learns to recognize the organism as "non-self." On a second exposure, the T-
cell will produce antibodies that kill the invader. In our communications
network, the messagesare the invading organism, and they wander throughout the
network as far as available communications channels will allow. On first
i0
exposure to a message, our nodes store information that will allow them, on a
second exposure, to kill the message. Because of this similarity, one of us
(Friend) has proposed we call the system "AbNET," after the microbiologists'
abbreviation "Ab," for antibody.
The flowchart of Figure 1-5 describes in broad terms how the network layer
functions of an AbNETnode could be implemented in software. The procedure that
starts at the top of the flowchart assumesthe existence of a valid (error-free)
messagein an input buffer. The data link layer functions that accomplish this
are discussed next.
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Figure 1-5. AbNET network layer flowchart
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1.7.2. AbNETData Link Layer
Normally, the data link layer is responsible for delimiting data fields,
acknowledgementof receipt of data, and someerror control, such as parity check.
In most communications systems, receipt of information that passes the error
check is acknowledged to the sending station. The detection of an error will
normally cause a request for retransmission. In addition to this kind of
function, the data link layer maycontain a flow control mechanism, to prevent
problems when two devices of different speeds try to communicate. (Onecan hear
this process when two modemsexchange tones to establish a data rate.)
Somesimplifications are possible in AbNET. First, the bit rate of all nodes can
be fixed in advance, so flow control should not be needed. A data encoding
schemesuch as differential Manchestercan be used, so that receiving devices can
synchronize themselves to the incoming data, and so that there is no net dc level
in the signal (an important consideration with optical communications).
There seemsto be little to be gained by retaining the conventional technique of
messagereceipt acknowledgement. With a BERof 10-9, the probability of sending
a message M bits long without error is P = (i-I0-9) M. If the message is
I000 bits long, the success probability is 99.999904. In other words, only one
message in a million would require retransmission or correction. It seems
inherently wasteful to devote any amountof effort to acknowledging successful
reception of data. Wepropose instead the use of an error correcting code that
would reduce the occurrence of uncorrected errors to insignificance.
While the details of an AbNETspecification have not been completed, and will be
addressed by our group in the next year, it seems likely at this point that
uncorrectable communication problems in a fiber optics network may indicate a
more severe problem than could be addressed by either the data link or network
layers. This topic is examined later. For now, note that the absence of a
retransmission-request procedure means that all traffic in the network is
associated with the first-time sending of messages. No link will be madebusy
by nodes trying to overcomeneighbour-to-neighbor communicationsproblems, so it
can be guaranteed that there will be no network congestion.
1.7.3. AbNETPhysical Layer: A Hybrid System
In the discussion above, it was assumedthat the communications system was
exclusively fiber optics. While this is technically feasible, there are
considerations that makeother communications media worth considering.
First, in a distribution system that is widespread, such as a rural network, the
economics do not favor the use of a fiber optics medium. As we showedearlier
(Kirkham et al., 1989) UHFradio can be cost competitive at node spacings above
about 500 m. Radio transceivers operating at about 950 MHzare costly items, but
if their cost is less than the cost of the fiber cable required to cover the
distance, their use maybe justified. The greatly decreased speed (bandwidth)
of the radio system maybe a problem, but if the application can be adequately
supported even with the reduced performance, radio maybe the appropriate choice.
There is nothing in the protocols that would makeAbNETunsuitable for a radio-
based system. In essence, the fiber optics network considered earlier is a
broadcast system, with all nodes receiving all information. A radio system is
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different in that a receiver could conceivably receive a signal both direct from
the base station and repeated by another transceiver. As far as the AbNET
protocols are concerned, this would be no different than a node receiving a
messageover two different fibers. The second messagewould be ignored.
The second aspect of the physical layer that makes non-fiber systems worth
consideration is access to customers' premises. The use of a fiber optics
connection for load management,for example, would meanaccess to the home, as
well as modification of existing designs of load managementequipment. A hybrid
system, (and by this we mean a true hybrid system, that requires no systems
engineering to be done by the utility--a marked contrast with today's combined
systems) could overcome this disadvantage.
A hybrid that used a high speed network on the distribution feeders (required by
feeder automation functions) and low-speed communications on the secondary is at-
tractive. An example of this kind of system (actually UHF radio and DLC) is used
in the NetCommproject in California (Holte, 1989). We propose to specify AbNET
as a hybrid system consisting of fiber optics (or possibly UHF radio) on the
distribution feeder and DLC on the secondary.
The use of DLC on the secondary has several advantages. This approach enables
the continued use of existing load-control and meter-reading hardware, which in
turn implies minimum need to enter the customer's premises for installation.
Further, communication into the home can be compatible with other communication
applications of the home wiring, for example the PLBus of the Electronic
Industries Association (EIA) Home Automation Standard. An EIA PLBus interface
at each distribution transformer would allow the utilities to accomplish far more
control than simple management of one load. Not only could there be the
capability of emergency load-shedding, but a solution to cold load pickup
problems would be available.
In cost terms, a hybrid of this kind is certain to be competitive if more than
one function is to be performed by the distribution automation system. Feeder
automation functions can be implemented competitively (see above) and demand side
management can be added at extremely low cost. The small size of the network to
be covered by the DLC or home wiring system (typically 3 or 4 houses) greatly
eases its communications requirements. Very low power, inexpensive modules
operating at about 120 kHz are widely available, and signalling speeds up to
1200 baud are possible. The incremental cost of adding this capability and other
functions at the customer level would be minimized.
Complete physical layer specifications will be addressed in our future work.
1.7.4. AbNET Communications Management: The Higher Layers
In computer communications, it is generally assumed that each location is as
likely as any other to originate a message. This assumption leads to the need
to solve the contention problem for access to the medium. A similar assumption
has generally been made in the past in designing communications systems for
distribution automation. Because of the generally low data rate of available
communications channels, it has been necessary to limit communications traffic
by having the RTUs make some intelligent decisions on their own. RTUs are
usually designed to operate with software that permits them to originate a
transmission only if they detect some drastic change in the data they monitor.
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Since the cause of such a change cannot be determined in advance, and might
affect several RTUs simultaneously, some kind of medium access protocol must
still be used. Collision detection has been used in some demonstrations, and is
an automatic feature of the busy signal of telephone-based communications. The
problem with this solution is that the response to a collision is always a delay.
Whenever a large or widespread change occurs in the distribution system, the com-
munications system becomes overloaded, and information transfer is subject to
unpredictable delays.
This is not the case with AbNET. A centralized polling strategy will be used,
so that a node (RTU) can transmit only if so directed by the substation unit.
In essence this is a token-based system, but only the substation unit can
originate a token, and that is addressed to a particular RTU. Before the reader
objects that this is slow and inefficient, since it requires that all nodes be
scanned before a problem can be discovered, let us point out that we expect a
scan of all nodes to occupy less than 20 ms. If the message from one RTU is
i000 bits long, and there are I00 RTUs, a complete scan comprises 105 bits. At
a data rate of 107 b/s, the minimum scan time is 10 -2 s, or I0 ms. We have
doubled this estimate to allow for error correction code overhead, and software
execution time.
An advantage of the polling approach is that it allows the substation unit to
allocate communications time dynamically. If a problem is suspected in some part
of the system, the central unit can concentrate on that area, and relegate the
remainder to a lower priority. Whether this would ever be necessary will
presumably depend on the application.
It is also apparent that in a polling system, the central unit can simply assign
message numbers to its transactions with the RTUs. The first byte of the data
could be used as the message identifier, for example. A responding RTU could
simply increment the message number. There would then be no need for the RTUs
to keep track of the time, or the originator of a message they were handling.
The widespread use of optical bypasses in the network means that the substation
unit (the central unit for any given feeder) must be capable of updating its view
of the system from time to time. Because of the interconnected nature of the
communications network, failure of a single node is unlikely ever to prevent com-
munications to any other location. Such a failure may even be relatively
unimportant to the control or monitoring functions for a long time. Neverthe-
less, the operation of its bypass should not go unnoticed or unrecorded. Because
the communications system management software in the central unit can address all
nodes, it can be made capable of developing its own system map when it is first
turned on.
Suppose each remote unit is equipped with a ROM describing its location, and a
few pertinent details of its function. At switch-on, and periodically there-
after, the central unit can poll all the remote units to determine their status
and their connectedness. This might be done as frequently as every second. Any
changes (in the communications system, not the power system) could be logged
automatically. Software could be written so that the operator display could be
automatically updated to reflect problems such as the inability to communicate
with a particular location.
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Evenfailure of a substation unit canbe handled without overloading the communi-
cations channel. In the system diagram (Figure i-i) somenodes were designated
"gateways." A gateway is a node that can pass signals from the area of one
substation to another if required, so that communications can keep pace with the
changing power system configuration that might follow loss of power into a
distribution substation.
In short, a communications system can be implemented so as to take advantage of
the speed of optical fibers, and incorporate features that will increase its
power considerably. These aspects will be explored further in our future work.
1.8. Voice Channel
Finally, following a suggestion madeby GeorgeAllen of American Electric Power,
wepropose the addition of at least one voice channel to the fiber optics portion
of the communication system. A voice channel may seemat first to be rather
wasteful. After all, it will rarely be used. However, it would be very
convenient to have a voice channel during initial commissioning and subsequent
maintenance of both the distribution automation system and the communications
system. Sucha channel would allow line-crew personnel installing or calibrating
the equipment to talk directly with anyoneelse on the line, or with colleagues
at the distribution substation.
TDMhardware is available that can multiplex voice and data onto the same
channel. However, even with the most efficient encoding method, the bit rate
required for the voice channel will exceed that of the data. Further, trans-
mission delays must be all but eliminated for a voice channel. It is thus likely
that the requirements of the voice channel would dominate the system design in
our application. Evenso, unless it renders normal system operation impossible,
a voice channel should not be ruled out.
It is not clear, however, that the voice channel should be addedby multiplexing
it onto the fiber used for data acquisition and control. A separate fiber, or
possibly two fibers, dedicated to voice communications, might makeeconomical
sense. The addition of a third and fourth fiber might only add $0.30 to the
cost of a meter of cable, or $300per kilometer, perhaps 10%of its cost. If the
cost of adding multiplexing equipment to the remote units exceeded this figure,
the separate fiber is justified.
While a careful trade-off study has not yet been performed, it seemslikely that
additional fibers will be added. In each remote unit the voice fibers can either
be terminated at an optical bypass as part of a special connector, or passed
through low cost repeater equipment that could be tapped into as needed. The
fibers need only be accessed at a few locations at any time, so they do not have
to be managedas part of the general data acquisition and control system. A low-
cost party-line system using pulse-code modulation (PCM)would be perfectly
adequate.
1.9. AbNETSummary
AbNETis a dual-hybrid network, comprised of a fiber-optics-and-power-line °
carrier digital data system in which every node (or RTU) is also a repeater, and
a passive fiber optics PCMvoice channel sharing the fiber cable. The nodes are
interconnected by fiber optics links routed along the distribution system. The
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fixed installation of the voice channel is intended to be passive, the opto-
electronics and the electronics being carried by the user and inserted into the
system as needed. The digital data system, on the other hand, can be put in the
framework of the ISO OSI model, as shown in Figure 1-6.
APPLICATION DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION
PRESENTATION ADDRESS TRANSLATION
SESSION POLLING
TRANSPORT ERROR CORRECTION CODES
NETWORK FLOODING
ANTIBODY MESSAGE REMOVAL
LINK SIMILAR TO IEEE 802.5
BUT NO FLOW CONTROL
PHYSICAL FIBER OPTICS AND
POWER LINE CARRIER
CENTRALIZED,
_ LOCATED ATDISTRIBU_ON
SUBSTA_ON
DECENTRAUZED,
DISTRIBUTED
AT ALL RTU'S
Figure 1-6. Main features of AbNET in OSI framework
Distribution automation is shown in Figure 1-6 as the applications layer.
Descriptions of the various functions that comprise distribution automation need
not be repeated here. Suffice it to say that AbNET was developed explicitly to
satisfy the communications requirements of data acquisition and control for
distribution automation. The brief descriptions that follow show how AbNET meets
these requirements, and supports distribution automation.
The principal function of the presentation layer is to perform the conversion of
data descriptions (in application programs) into addresses that the lower layers
can recognize.
The session layer establishes transport connections between the central unit and
the remote nodes on a polling basis. Centralized information about network
performance can only be made available to an applications program through the
operation of this layer. The session layer therefore retains the ability to
establish (and test) connections between adjacent nodes.
The transport layer is centralized at the distribution substation. It normally
operates through the local network in support of the data acquisition and control
functions. Under unusual circumstances, it can choose to use the local network
for access to the area served by another substation. Message integrity is
improved by error detection and correction codes, but the choice of Hamming,
Reed-Solomon or BCH has not yet been made.
The network layer is a decentralized message-based, store-and-forward system.
Congestion in the network is controlled by an antibody-like algorithm, that
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allows a node to repeat a message once and only once. Routing is accomplished
by network flooding.
The data llnk layer incorporates the field descriptions and framing definitions
of IEEE 802.5 as far as possible. There is no handshaklng for flow control, and
no request for retransmission in the event of an error.
The physical layer is a fiber optics based hybrid. Exact details are not fixed
at the time this is written, but it is very likely that multimode fiber will be
used, transmitting optics will be based on LEDs operating in the near infrared,
the bit rate will be between i0 and 15 MHz, and differential Manchester coding
will be used. Access to locations on the power llne secondary will be by means
of low-power high-frequency power line carrier communications.
I.i0. Concluding Remarks
In the discussion above, mention was made of the anticipated data rate of the
fiber optics communications system. Of course, such a scheme could be operated
at a rate barely great enough to meet the estimated requirements, 1 kbit/s.
However, the performance of even a minimum fiber channel will provide excess
capacity of three orders of magnitude over this data rate, at no additional cost.
To appreciate what that really implies, consider that a jet airplane is only two
orders of magnitude faster than walking!
The combination of features in AbNET has several advantages.
The flooding approach provides maxlmumcommunicatlons reliability, even in
the event of partial system failure. It also guarantees that messages are
transmitted over the shortest possible route, minimizing transmission
delay.
Polling by the substation unit solves contention issues, and allows the
distribution substation to allocate priorities dynamically if necessary.
The antibody algorithm and the use of error-correction coding obviate the
need for node-node handshaking. This means that node processor time and
communications link time are not affected by the details of communications
problems.
Adoption of the definitions and formats of IEEE 802.5 mean that a good
deal of the detailed design of the system is already standardized.
The fiber optic cable used is all-dielectrlc, sometimes a useful feature
in the neighborhood of power lines. Further, the communications channel
is unaffected by electromagnetic interference from the power llne or other
source.
The bit rate of the fiber optics system is high enough that a considerable
spare communications capacity exists, allowing for the development of new
functions in the future. It is not so high that costs are increased by
the need for single-mode or hlgh-performance components.
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Centralizing the higher layers of the network and decentralizing the lower
layers allows for the efficient development of applications, and should
stimulate competition in both hardware and software.
The last two items listed above are two aspects of the AbNETapproach that may
well change considerably the way in which system designers view the function of
distribution automation. Fiber optics will removethe bandwidth constraint that
has limited planners and designers up to the present time. In addition to
accomplishing the original goals of making distribution automation practical,
there maywell be new applications for the communications system that will take
directions far from the original motivation for distribution automation.
Imagination will be the only limitation. For example, although the utility is
statutorily obliged only to supply power within certain voltage and frequency
limits, so manyusers have cometo rely on the powercompanyfor timekeeping that
separate time signals maysomeday be sent over the communications link to reset
consumers' solid-state clocks after a power failure. The history of advances in
other technologies strongly suggests that other useful and unanticipated appli-
cations will in fact arise.
Further, AbNETmarks the end of an era dominated by vertical integration. The
utility wishing to implement distribution automation will no longer be dependent
on a single supplier for his hardware, software and communications system, and
for after-sales support. TheAbNETapproach isolates the distribution automation
functions from the communications system to the maximumextent. Weenvision the
AbNETsystem playing the role in distribution automation that the IBM-PCand its
DOSplayed in the world of small computers. Since the control and monitoring
functions are centralized at the distribution substation, it will be possible for
competition to develop in the market for distribution automation software to be
used there. In this, there is a resemblance to the proliferation of, say, word
processing software in the PCworld.
Extending the parallel with PCs, it is anticipated that the AbNEThardware and
software, built to a published performance standard, could ultimately be
available from a numberof sources.
Before any of this can happen, of course, it is necessary for the system to
becomeestablished as a de facto standard in the industry. We are presently
seeking ways to promote these economic goals. If we are successful, the
demonstration of a fiber-based distribution automation system may soon herald the
beginning of a new era in utility communications and control.
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2. ANIMPROVEDFMLINK
2.1. Introduction
The use of optically-supplied energy as the sole source of power is well known
in the communication satellite industry. At distances from the sun up to about
the orbit of the earth, the intensity of solar radiation in space is such that
a reasonably-sized photovoltaic array can power a significant electrical load.
Our application is more down-to-earth, but has the same general principle:
optical power can be used to furnish energy to a location that is otherwise
rather inaccessible.
In a power system application, optical powering allows the instrumentation
designer to create a sensor that has the advantages of conventional electronics,
while having the external attributes of being optical. The only connections to
the device are optical fibers, that can easily be contained inside a composite
insulator, so that the sensor could be operated at line potential. There is no
need for an auxiliary power supply, or the complex temperature compensation
sometimesneeded with optical measurements.
In an earlier report, we described a practical link that transmitted optical
power to a remote transducer, and data back. Sufficient spare power was
available to energize an electronic measurementsystem.
The prototype link had moderate bandwidth (i kHz), accuracy (1%), and dynamic
range (>60 dB). While these are analog specifications, the link used a frequency
modulated optical pulse train to retain noise immunity and insensitivity to
changes in the fiber loss characteristics. The approach could be used with any
of the usual electrical or electronic measurements:current transformers, strain
gauges, thermocouples, etc. As an example, wepresented results showing current
measurementby meansof a linear coupler.
However, in terms of bandwidth and dynamic range, this performance was achieved
through the use of a post-detector filter. In our prototype, a six-pole Bessel
filter was used, to provide a reasonably flat frequency response over the
passband of interest. This kind of filtering requires careful choosing of
componentvalues, and necessarily incurs a penalty in the phase response of the
system.
In the present report, we showhow these difficulties can be avoided by meansof
a different approach to the process of demodulation or modulation of the signal
in the optical link. The earlier advantages of simplicity in the probe, and a
sufficiently low power consumption to allow optical powering are retained.
2.2. Optically PoweredLinks
There has been only a small numberof fiber (as opposedto solar) powered optical
links reported in the literature. The earliest seems to have been for
telephones: a system was described by DeLoach,Miller and Kaufmanat Bell Labs.
in 1978. In 1981, an approach to optically powering an implant in a humanbody
was described by DeLoachand Gordon. In 1984, a temperature measurementsystem
was described by Ohte, Akiyama and Ohno; and McGlade and Jones described an
optically-powered force sensor. Perhapsbecause the amountof electrical energy
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available at the load was small, this method of energizing electronics did not
generate widespread commercial interest. Nevertheless, it would seem perfectly
suited to power system applications where the advantages of electrical isolation
and immunity to noise are important.
There have been other, more recent, examples of optical powering of electronic
systems. A computer-controlled sensor network was described by Hall in 1986.
In 1987, a pressure transducer was described by Schweizer, Neveux and Ostrowsky.
However, there seem to have been no power-system applications until a 1989 paper
by Adolfsson, Einvall, Lindberg, Samuelsson, Ahlgren and Edlund that described
an optical CT using this principle.
The principle of using optical power for sensing is very straightforward. A
representative example is shown in Figure 2-1. Light energy, typically from a
solld-state laser, is coupled into a fiber at some convenient place, ie, where
power is available. The other end of the fiber is brought to where the power is
needed, and the light energy emerging from the fiber is coupled into some
optical-to-electrical convertor, typically a photovoltaic device. The output
voltage is a function of the configuration of the receiving convertor (are
several cells in series?) and the temperature (photovoltaic convertors generate
less voltage at higher temperatures). The current available is determined by the
amount of light, the efficiency with which this light can be coupled to the
convertor (is the illumination uniform, is there light missing the device, are
there surface reflections?) and the conversion efficiency of the cell (does the
material bandgap match the incident wavelength, are the device doping and
structure appropriate?). Some of these issues have been addressed in an earlier
report (Kirkham, Johnston, Lutes, Daud and Hyland, 1984).
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Figure 2-1. Representative optically powered sensor
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Optical coupling efficiencies depend on the characteristics of the laser, the
fiber and the convertor. The physics of the situation is such that there are
inevitably losses; it would be remarkable if half the light output of the laser
were available at the photovoltaic device. It would be remarkable, too, if half
this energy could be converted into electricity. In our prototype diode arrays,
overall efficiency (electrical-to-electrical) was in the order of 5%. While the
system of Adolfsson et al. is claimed to have rather higher efficiency, their
device is nevertheless operated at an extremely low power level, through the use
of custom integrated circuits.
The small amount of available electrical power is a severe constraint. Even
though low-power integrated circuits are available, sensor power must be
carefully budgeted. And however frugal the system designer can be with signal
processing power, there is another constraint in terms of the optical power
budget of the link: it takes a certain amount of optical power to cause the
receiver photodetector to work.
An optical link designed to have minimum (average) power consumption will use
very short, intense optical pulses. The optical power level is set by the
receiver sensitivity, and the need for a certain extra power (the power margin)
to accomodate temperature effects, connectors, and additional unpredicted losses
in the link. The pulses cannot be made arbitrarily short, either. Apart from
the difficulty of producing extremely short electrical and optical pulses, as
pulse width is decreased the required power level at the receiver is increased.
These limitations mean that, once a pulse generating system and an optical
receiver system are chosen, the only parameter that the system designer can use
to minimize power consumption is the link frequency.
It is because of these considerations that the optical links used in our recent
field meter work (for example, Kirkham and Johnston, 1988) operate with carrier
frequencies in the order of 5-10 kHz, rather than the -i00 kHz of our original
(battery powered) unit.
However, the use of a low carrier frequency impacts the bandwidth of the system.
Nominally, the process of demodulation is the extraction of the modulation
information from the modulated carrier. Whatever demodulation process is used,
a certain amount of the carrier is bound to remain. When the carrier frequency
is decreased, unless the bandwidth is also decreased, the problem of separating
this residual carrier from the desired output becomes more difficult. I
Normally, the separation process is performed by frequency-selective filters in
the analog domain. While this approach is practicable, the drawbacks of complex
1Ananalogous situation arises in reconstructing analog waveforms from the information on a digital Compact
Disc. An eleaant solution in many modern CD players is to use the technique of ovarsampling. This can be
explained as follows. Imagine the output waveform to be reconstructed by means of a sample-hold system, or
staircase generator. Since the sample rate on CDs is about 44 kHz, the problem is to remove the renmant 44-kHz
component without affecting the desired audio at, say, 20 kHz. By interpolating between adjacent values of the
signal, additional steps can be created in the reconstructed output. The apparent sampling rate can be in-
creased by a factor of 2, 4 or even 8 times. This means that the undesired residual can be placed as much as
16 times higher in frequency than the desired output. A very simple filter can accomplish the task of
separating such signals.
This is not an option open to us, since we are dealing with real-tlme signals, not stored data. The delay
involved in waiting for samples for interpolation is unacceptable.
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filtering and modified phase response make it worthwhile to investigate other
solutions.
2.3. Phase-locked Staircase Generator
At most "ordinary" frequencies, a phase-locked loop can be used as a demodulator
of FMsignals. Weuse this as a starting point.
A phase-locked loop consists of 3 essential elements2: a phase detector or
comparator, which comparesthe phaseof an incoming signal with that of a locally
generated signal; a loop filter, which smooths the phase comparator output to
produce an error voltage; and a voltage controlled oscillator, whose frequency
is a function of the applied error voltage. They are typically arranged as in
Figure 2-2.
VOLTAGE
PHASE LOOP CONTROLLED
INCOMING DETECTOR FILTER OSCILLATOR
SIGN_ POST-DETECTORFILTER
-_ _UT
Figure 2-2. Typical phase-locked loop
The phase comparator and loop filter determine the lock range, the capture range
and the noise performance of the loop. If the incoming signal has a large
signal-to-noise ratio, one is less concerned about noise performance. When used
as an FM demodulator, the loop filter has to be a compromise between flat
frequency response and rejection of the unwanted phase comparator products. As
the spectral frequency of the incoming modulation approaches the carrier
frequency, this compromise becomes difficult to resolve.
As an illustration of the nature of the problem, note that with the typical
multiplying-type phase detector, the lowest frequency component of the phase
detector output is at twice the carrier frequency, fo. However, the amplitude
of this component is large, regardless of the amplitude of the modulating signal,
because this kind of phase detector switches between two extreme states.
Typically, the signal applied to the low-pass loop filter is a square wave with
peak amplitude equal to the local power supply voltage.
Stability considerations, and simplicity of calculation, dictate the use of
simple low-pass or lag-lead loop filters. The filter of a wideband loop removes
2There is also the possibility of nonessential elements, such as frequency dividers (which can be used in
the forward or the feedback parts of the loop), and presettable counters, which can be similarly applied. These
components do not affect the present discussion.
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little of the energy of the signal at 2fo. For an undistorted output, a post-
detector filter of considerable quality is required. Sucha filter is shown in
Figure 2-2.
The first of our two revisions to the optical link greatly reduces the filter
requirements. By replacing the phasedetector and loop filter with a sample-hold
system, or staircase generator, the ripple componentof the phase detector output
is greatly reduced. With this modified loop, shown in Figure 2-3, the total
ripple energy is dependent on the signal amplitude, and is largely in the high
harmonics.
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Figure 2-3. Block diagram of sample-hold system
Operation is as follows. Suppose that a reset pulse has just set the ramp
generator to zero. The system is static until a signal comes from the VCO. This
starts the ramp generator, which can be a simple op-amp integrator. A short time
later, a pulse comes from the incoming signal line. This triggers a monostable
oscillator, which produces a short pulse that tells the sample-hold circuit to
hold. The voltage that appears on the output of the sample-hold is thus a
measure of the time difference between the VCO and the incoming signal. The
trailing edge of the monostable triggers a second monostable, arranged to reset
the ramp generator. The second monostable serves to delay the reset until the
sample-hold has acquired a new value. The sequence repeats.
The timing diagram (Figure 2-4) shows the relationship between the various
signals. Starting at the bottom of the diagram, the incoming signal causes the
first monostable to generate the SAMPLE pulse. This puts the current value of
the ramp generator on the output of the sample-hold circuit. The trailing edge
of the SAMPLE pulse starts the RESET pulse, which causes the ramp generator to
discharge. The ramp circuit starts to charge in response to the VCO signal. For
a decreasing frequency of the incoming signal, the output is the familiar
staircase waveform.
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Figure 2-4. Timing diagram
Because the circuit is inside a phase-locked loop, the time difference between
the incoming signal and the VCO is a measure of the phase difference. The ramp
and sample-hold circuits together perform the function of phase detector.
2.3.1. Higher order loop
It is possible to look at this another way. The interval between the pulses of
incoming data in a frequency modulated data link contains information about what
is going on at the transmitter. The interval between any two adjacent pulses can
therefore, in principle, be used to estimate the state of the transmitter. Some
of the techniques we have used to implement the new demodulator system are
borrowed from the world of state estimation.
In essence, the device attempts to duplicate in the demodulator the events going
on in the modulator. The interval between pulses in the telemetry link is used
as an estimate of the voltage on the control terminal of the VCO. A voltage
derived from this estimate is applied to the demodulator VCO, which therefore
mimics the transmitter VCO. The accuracy of reproduction is controlled by the
fact that the loop is closed: any deviation represents an error that will
generate a correcting signal in the phase-locked loop.
The simplest way of estimating what is going on in the transmitter is to assume
that the control voltage applied to the VCO did not change during the period
between output pulses. This is what was described above; it results in a loop
that approximates the performance of a conventional first-order loop, although
the estimate of the modulating signal is known as a zero-order estimate. (From
now on, we must distinguish between the order of the estimator and the order of
the loop.) If the modulating signal is constant there is no error. If the
signal is changing at a constant rate, there is an error due to the steplike
nature of the approximation. This can be seen in Figure 2-4.
If information about the way the period changes from interval to interval is
incorporated, a first-order estimate results. In a first-order estimator, the
assumption is made that the change during the period is constant. The error is
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consists of small rampsegments, rather than small constant segments. The design
of a loop using such an estimator is discussed next.
2.3.2. First-order estimator: loop implementation
In the general state estimation scheme, the first-order estimate can be obtained
by incorporating information about the difference between adjacent samples of the
data. For example, suppose that between one sample and the next, the value is
found to have increased by 10%. The zero-order system would assume that the last
measured sample is the best estimate of the next. The output of the system is
constant until the next sample arrives. The first-order estimator would assume
instead that there will be a further 10% increase in value during the next
interval. The output is a ramp, starting at a value that represents the last
measurement, and calculated to increase the output by 10% during the next period.
The hardware for this is clearly going to be a little more complex than for the
zero-order system.
Our first-order estimator functions as follows. Control signals (short pulses)
are derived, as before, from the incoming signal by means of simple delay
circuits. The details of this are not shown in the block diagram, Figure 2-5.
A zero-order system is implemented, as before, by means of a ramp generator and
a sample-hold circuit. The ramp generator of this part of the system now
contains circuitry to enable it to hold the output constant for a brief interval
before it is reset.
To make the estimator first-order, additional hardware computes the difference
between adjacent intervals. An analog difference circuit continuously monitors
the difference between the output of the zero-order hardware just described and
the input to its sample-hold circuit, see Figure 2-5. At the instant that the
zero-order sample-hold circuit is instructed to sample, this difference
represents the change in the signal between two adjacent intervals. This value
is therefore sampled just before the sample in the zero-order part of the system.
A second ramp circuit is used to generate a ramp whose slope depends on the
output of the difference sample-hold circuit. The direction of the ramp depends
on the sign of the difference, and the steepness of the ramp is controlled by the
magnitude of the difference signal. These waveforms are shown in Figure 2-6 for
a high modulating frequency (few samples per cycle).
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Figure 2-5. First-order estimator loop
The first-order estimate is obtained by adding the zero-order estimate and the
difference-generated ramp, ie, by adding the two signals shown in Figure 2-6.
Figure 2-6. First-order estimator waveforms
2.4. Zero-order estimator loop - measured performance
The simplest implementation of our loop uses the zero-order estimator, ie, one
that has no derivative compensation. This version has, nevertheless, significant
performance advantages over conventional loops. To demonstrate this, we arranged
loops of various kinds, conventional as well as sample-hold, as demodulators of
a low-frequency FM carrier. All loops were fed the same signal. The results
stress the low noise content of the demodulated signal from our loop.
There are normally considered to be 2 kinds of phase-locked loop, distinguished
by their phase detector. A loop using the original multiplying-type phase
detector is known as a Type I loop. This phase detector has the characteristic
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that, with lock at the VCOfree-running frequency, the output waveform has unity
mark:space ratio. After filtering, this signal averages to zero, satisfying the
condition for lock at the free-running frequency. There is a 90° phase angle
between the input signal and the VCO. At other frequencies in the lock range,
there is a different phase shift between the input signal and the VCO signal.
A non-zero error voltage is generated because the mark:space ratio changes.
In most implementations, the VCO waveform is a square wave. The phase detector
output waveform depends on the signal waveform. If the signal is sinusoidal, the
filtered phase detector output is a sinusoidal function of the phase angle. If
the input signal is a square wave, the filtered phase detector output is a linear
function of the phase displacement. These characteristics are well known. (See,
for example Gardner, 1966.)
What is sometimes overlooked is that the unfiltered phase detector output is a
large amplitude signal. In applications where the input signal is amplitude
limited before the phase detector, the output waveform is a square wave whose
instantaneous amplitude is, for all practical purposes, equal to the system power
supply voltage.
The other conventional phase detector (Type II) is based on the detection of zero
crossings in the input and VCO signals. When locked at the free-running
frequency, this kind of loop has 0 ° phase angle between the signal and the VCO.
Their zero crossings are coincident. The phase detector output is zero. If the
VCO should drift slightly, the zero crossing of one signal will move ahead of the
other. Depending on the relative phase, the phase detector produces an output
impulse of positive or negative polarity. The filtered pulse acts so as to
correct the VCO frequency. If the drift (or frequency shift) is slight, these
pulses are produced only occasionally. If the loop is operating further from the
free-running frequency, these pulses may be produced every cycle.
By extension of this naming convention, we designate our phase-locked loop a Type
III loop in the following discussion.
Figures 2-7 through 2-9 compare the output of the three loops for an input
modulation of 20 mV. (This is about in the center of the usable range of input
signals.) In Figure 2-7(a) the loop error voltage (ie, the output of the loop
when used as a demodulator) for a Type I loop is shown. In operation, this
signal would be filtered to remove the modulation content, in this case at 80 Hz.
Figure 2-7(a) shows that the loop output is predominantly a square wave at the
carrier frequency (about 7000 Hz), effectively pulse width modulated at 80 Hz.
The signal spectrum is shown in Figure 2-7(b). Here it can be seen that the
carrier is over 30 dB higher than the signal that is desired. This means that
the filtering that is applied must cope with a "noise" over 30 times higher than
the desired "signal"
Figures 2-7(c) and (d) show the performance of the Type II loop. In (c) the loop
error voltage is shown. This is clearly an improvement over the Type I, but the
improvement is not as great as it seems at first sight. The desired signal is
not the large sine wave visible in the figure, it is the much smaller variation
seen in the shift of the line near the center of the picture. The more obvious
pulses, which appear to have the proper shape, are actually pulses with most of
their energy at high frequency. The fundamental of these pulses is visible in
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the spectrum of Figure 2°7(d). It can be seen that the noise componentis still
almost equal in magnitude to the signal.
The loop output in our Type III loop is shownin Figure 2-7(e). The output is
madeup of short segments--but apart from this no noise is visible. A clean sine
wave of 20 mVseemsto have been reconstructed. It would seemthat no further
filtering is required. This impression is confirmed by the spectrum of Figure
2°7(f). The carrier componentis now a full 40 dB (a factor of i00) below the
signal. It is important to understand that this signal has not been filtered at
all. The advantage of the Type III loop is that very little filtering is
required to recover a very clean signal.
Figure 2-8 shows the performance of the three loops with a larger signal. The
signal is 200 mVin this case. In Figure 2-8(a) and (b) the Type I loop is seen.
The loop error voltage seemsto be about the sameas before, a square wave of
over 5-V peak amplitude. The spectrum of (b) shows how the loop has changed.
The peak amplitude of the carrier is now only about i0 dB (a factor of 3) above
the signal, but the total carrier energy is now spread over a wider part of the
spectrum. A componentat half the carrier frequency has now appeared. This
small noise is thought due to the particular waywe implemented the loop.
The Type II loop output, in Figure 2-8(c) showsclearly that the large pulses are
not the desired output. They have saturated in the Figure. The change in level
near the middle of the trace is nowmore obvious: this is the signal. Figure 2-
8(d) shows the spectrum. The signal is now about i0 dB above the peak of the
carrier, but the carrier has spread considerably. Its energy content is still
large compared to the desired signal.
The output of the Type III loop has changed little. It is still comprised of
small segments, and the samenumberof segmentsseemto be present. The spectrum
showsthat the signal is nowmore than 40 dB above the carrier. As in the other
loops, the carrier has spread because of the depth of modulation.
Loop performance with a small signal is shownin Figure 2-9, where the modulating
signal is 20 mV. As expected, the Type I loop output (Figure 2-9(a)) is a square
wave, with amplitude set by the power supply voltage. The spectrum (b) shows
that the desired signal is almost 60 dB (a factor of i000) below the carrier
level. This presents a considerable problem to the filter stages that would be
required to recover the signal.
The noise spikes are the dominant feature of the Type II output, shownin Figure
2-9(c). The spectrum (d) showsthat they are equal to or larger than the signal.
A half-carrier-frequency componentis also visible, making the filtering problem
worse.
Somenoise is visible in the Type III output (e), both in terms of high frequency
noise spikes, and random level fluctuations. The spectrum (f) shows that the
signal is still almost 40 dB above the carrier, however. Cleaning this output
up by filtering it would not provide muchof a challenge.
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(a) Loop output signal (b) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-7 (a) and (b). Type I phase detector performance, Vin = 20 mV
(c) Loop output signal (d) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-7 (c) and (d). Type II phase detector performance, Vin = 20 mV
(e) Loop output signal (f) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-7 (e) and (f). Type III phase detector performance, Vin = 20 mV
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Figure 2-8 (a) and (b). Type I phase detector performance, Vin = 200 mV
(c) Loop output signal (d) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-8 (c) and (d). Type II phase detector performance, Vin = 200 mV
(e) Loop output signal (f) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-8 (e) and (f). Type III phase detector performance, Vin = 200 mV
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(a) Loop output signal (b) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-9 (a) and (b). Type I phase detector performance, Vin = 2 mV
(c) Loop output signal (d) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-9 (c) and (d). Type II phase detector performance, Vin = 2 mV
(e) Loop output signal
Figure 2-9 (e) and (f).
(f) Output signal spectrum
Type III phase detector performance, Vin = 2 mV
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2.5. First-order estimator measuredloop performance
As maybe expected, the output of the loop with a first-order estimator "looks"
a lot better than the output of the zero-order version. The discontinuities in
the waveform are muchsmaller because of the ramplike nature of the estimate.
Onthe spectrum analyzer, someof the expected improvementdisappears. There are
two reasons for this. First, the first-order estimator requires more digital
switching signals, and these fast, short pulses tend to feed through into some
of the analog circuitry. Second, the difference signal is a small value obtained
by subtracting one large signal from another. Such a process is inherently
noisy. Nevertheless, the carrier rejection properties of the loop are measurably
better than those obtained with the zero-order estimator. Figures 2-10 through
2-12 compare loops madewith zero-order and first-order estimators.
(a) Loop output signal (b) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-10 (a) and (b). Zero-order estimator, Vin = 20 mV
(c) Loop output signal (d) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-10 (c) and (d). First-order estimator, Vin = 20 mV
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(a) Loop output signal (b) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-11 (a) and (b). Zero-order estimator, Vin = 200 mV
(c) Loop output signal (d) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-11 (c) and (d). First-order estimator, Vin = 200 mV
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(a) Loop output signal (b) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-12 (a) and (b). Zero-order estimator, Vin = 2 mV
(c) Loop output signal (d) Output signal spectrum
Figure 2-12 (c) and (d). First-order estimator, Vin = 2 mV
There is no doubt that the output of the loop is a remarkable reconstruction of
the modulation. It should be remembered that the waveforms shown here are not
filtered at all. Not only is the additional circuitry of an analog filter not
required, but the unavoidable effects of such a filter on the frequency response
and the phase response of the loop are avoided. These topics are discussed
further below.
2.6. Additional observations
The phase-locked loop implemented here contains both linear and nonlinear
elements. Analysis of the loop performance is therefore somewhat difficult.
However, its behavior can be considered by comparing it to a conventional PLL,
with some interesting conclusions in the area of stability and frequency
response.
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The frequency response of a conventional PLL is determined by the loop filter,
which in general has low pass characteristics. At best, the design of the loop
filter is a compromisebetween obtaining a wide enoughbandwidth that the loop
will follow the modulation and a narrow enough filter that the carrier itself is
somewhatrejected. The order of a conventional loop is determined by the number
of poles in its response, particularly in its filter. A first-order loop (ie,
one pole) is obtained with no filter at all. (But the loop response contains a
pole because of the integral relationship between the frequency and the phase of
the VCO.) If a simple low-pass loop filter is used, resulting in a second-order
loop, and if the filter cutoff is set at a low frequency, the loop response will
be narrow band. The loop will be unable to track a rapidly changing input.
Further, as loop gain is increased, the response is underdamped, and the
transient response is poor.
Lead compensation is normally used to solve this problem. A filter with a lag-
lead characteristic results in a second-order loop with improved transient
response and stability. However, the carrier rejection is degraded, and
additional filtering maybe required outside the loop.
Our nonlinear system is slightly different. With the zero-order estimator used
in the phase detector, the loop response appears to be intermediate between first
and second-order. At low modulating frequencies, the phase detector is
effectively instantaneous, and since there is no filter, the loop response is
apparently first-order. At high modulating frequencies, the time lag in the
steps of the phase detector output makesthe response approximate a second-order
loop. As the loop gain is increased, there is a decrease in the damping. In
fact, to someextent the loop gain can be used to tailor the frequency response.
A discussion of feedback systems with zero-order hold is given by Elgerd (1967)
and by Kuo (1967).
With our Type III system, analog filtering need not be used, although the
possibility is not ruled out. Another possibility is the use of a stepwise
signal for lead compensation derived in the sameway as the signal for the dif-
ference ramp generator in the first order estimator. This could be applied in
a summingcircuit to tailor the loop frequency response. It is likely that the
loop response would resemble that of an analog second-order loop with lead
compensation. We have made no attempt to investigate such a loop in our
prototypes, so far. We note, however, that there is a measure of lead com-
pensation inherent in the first-order estimator.
2.7. Performance evaluation
While the waveforms and spectra presented above are indicative of improved
performance, the usual way of assessing any improvement is in terms of the
frequency response (or the step response) and the dynamic range of the link. In
this section, weexamine those aspects of the performance of a link using the new
phase-locked loop. In these examples, the carrier frequency is about 5 kHz.
2.7.1. Frequency and step response
The frequency response and the step response of a link using the zero-order loop
are shownin Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-13. Frequency and step response, zero-order loop
The high frequency response can be adjusted between a peak and a roll-off by
means of the loop gain. The step response, shown in Figure 2-13b, shows both
overshoot and undershoot, perhaps evidence of nonlinear behavior. The low
frequency response is excellent, extending (as with conventional FM) down to dc.
The high frequency response was found to be slightly amplitude dependent. It
could be peaked, in the region of i kHz, by changing the loop gain.
2.7.2. Dynamic range
The dynamic range is shown in Figure 2-14, which was plotted at a frequency of
80 Hz, in the linear range of operation, and close to the 60-Hz that is of
interest in most power system measurements. The transfer function of the zero-
order loop with a simple two-pole low pass filter is within <i0_ from about 0.5
V down to a level of 200mV as shown.
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Figure 2-14. Dynamic range
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The small "glitch" in the characteristic near 300 #V is almost certainly an
artifact of our measurements. The system has a dynamic range in the order of 70
dB, enough to make it useful in a number of measurement applications, but also
enough to make characterization difficult. During the course of these measure-
ments, it was necessary at various times to add attenuators (at the input) and
an amplifier (at the output) and to change range on our measuring voltmeter. The
sudden apparent jump in the response corresponds to one of these changes.
2.7.3. Lock range
The input-frequency/output-voltage relationship of a phase-locked loop is
typically a sawtooth. As the frequency is increased slowly from an unlocked low
frequency, the loop provides no output. The average output of the phase
detector, filtered in the normal PLL, is zero. At some point, the loop will
lock, and the output suddenly jumps to a large value. This is the value needed
to pull the VCO to the input frequency. As the frequency continues to increase,
the output voltage will track the frequency (providing a way to measure the
linearity of the PLL) until, at some point, the loop loses lock, and the output
voltage returns to zero. If the input frequency is now slowly decreased, the
loop will reacquire lock, usually at a lower frequency than the frequency at
which it lost lock. Lock will be maintained, usually to a lower frequency than
the frequency at which lock was first acquired.
The foregoing description applies to a loop with a Type I phase detector. The
slope of the characteristic is the reciprocal of the VCO gain. The Type II
detector will give the loop similar performance, but will often have a wider lock
range, since the Type II phase detector is really a phase/frequency detector, and
can apply a non-zero voltage to the VCO even when the loop is not locked. The
test was performed on the Type III loop, with the results shown in Figure 2-15.
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Figure 2-15. Lock range
The range for lock and acquisition are indistinguishable. The linearity is
excellent, in fact the nonlinearity is observed to be <0.3%, the uncertainty of
our measurements. The lock range is large enough, in terms of the input
frequency, _o make the device useful as a tachometer.
L
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2.8. Concluding Remarks
Detectors for FMare not new. Indeed, there are a large numberof ways that an
FM signal can be modulated and demodulated, the choice being dependent on the
application. For use in commercial VHFradio, the "discriminator" was once the
detector methodof choice. Recently, the phase-locked loop has beenused in this
application. Since the required output is band-limited at less than 20 kHz, it
is not difficult to remove the PLLphase detector products, which are all above
the IF of 10.7 MHz. As with conventional discriminators, a simple passive
single-pole filter will perform well.
The constraint in our application is primarily at the modulator. The un-
certainties in the power margin of the optical data link lead to the choice of
frequency modulation, since the output is independent of the input signal level.
The limited power available in our optically-powered sensors then leads
inevitably to systems with very low center frequencies. For a fixed (optical)
pulse width, the power consumption of the optical driver stage is proportional
to frequency.
As the carrier frequency is lowered, to conserve power, the filtering problem
becomesmore difficult to solve. Desired output signals can have frequencies
that are an appreciable fraction of the carrier, and of undesired phase detector
products.
The demodulator described abovesolves the filtering problem by greatly reducing
the unwanted phase detector outputs. This simplifies the design of the
demodulator end of the link, and results in excellent overall system performance.
While first-order designs have been evaluated, and higher orders are possible,
in future optical links that use FM, our group is likely to use the Type III
zero-order PLLdesign described above, perhaps combinedwith a two-pole filter.
This seemsto have the best combination of performance and simplicity of the FM
systems considered.
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3. TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
During evaluation of the prototype optically powered llnk, variations in the
signal amplitude as a function of temperature were noted. For the data llnk to
be of most use, these temperature effects must be understood, and compensated.
During the development of our earlier optically powered llnk, it was noted that
the temperature-dependence of the frequency was a function of the value of the
resistor used to determine the frequency. This resistor also affected the
current in the VCO. It happened that when the resistor was chosen for a low
value of current, to meet the limitation of low power, the oscillator was quite
temperature dependent. Representative results are shown in Figure 3-1.
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Clearly, the marked temperature dependence evident at most values of resistance
and temperature should be compensated. There are two constraints on the
temperature compensation method used. It must not affect the sensitivity of the
VCO, and it must have very low current consumption. The method we used takes
advantage of a frequency offset capability of the CD4046.
To understand this properly, one must understand how the VCO in the CD4046
operates. The control voltage is applied to a FET, in the source-follower mode.
This voltage therefore appears across the timing resistor RI, as shown in
Figure 3-2, fixing its current. This current is arranged to be part of a current
mirror circuit, controlling the charging current into the timing capacitor.
The current mirror can also be programmed directly. Any current into (or out of)
pin 12 of the device adds to (or subtracts from) the current through the timing
resistor, and changes the charging current by means of the current mirror.
Originally designed to have an external resistor R2 to control the programmed
offset current, the circuit works well with an external current source connected
instead.
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To achieve the desired temperature compensation, a temperature-dependent current
was used to program the internal current mirror. In Figure 3-3, transistor Q2
and diodes D z to D3 form a current sink whose current is set by the value of R
and the forward volt-drops of the diodes and the base-emitter junction of the
transistor. These volt-drops are temperature dependent (about -2.1 mV/°C each)
so that the current decreases with temperature. This is in the right direction
to compensate the CD4046 oscillator, but there is a large component of the
current that is not temperature dependent, because of the =0.65-V drop of a
forward biased junction. This component of current is removed by transistor Q3,
which is operated as a current source. Diode D4 compensates (approximately) for
the temperature-induced variations in the VBE of Q3, so that the programmed
source current is almost independent of temperature.
Figure 3-3.
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The compensation circuit is connected to the frequency offset terminal (pin 12)
of the VCO. Any difference between the temperature-dependent source and the
constant sink currents must be made up by a current source inside the CD4046
circuit. It adds algebraically to the timing resistor current. The use of
current compensation (rather than resistive) means that the offset is independent
of the voltage on the VCO input, ie, it does not change the sensitivity of the
VCO.
By means of this configuration, the VCO free-running frequency can be made
independent of temperature over quite a wide range. Of course, adjustment of the
compensation current affects the frequency, but since there are now three
parameters that can be controlled (resistance, capacitance and compensation
current), it is possible to choose a resistor for low-power circuit operation,
a compensation current for zero temperature dependence, and a capacitance to set
the frequency.
It was therefore somewhat perplexing to find during temperature tests of a hybrid
integrated circuit version of the link, used with an integrator, that the
amplitude at the receiver was not constant. The effect was attributed to temper-
ature dependent changes in the value of the integrator capacitor. Figure 3-4
shows the effect. While a gain change of 0.5 dB due to this mechanism would
ordinarily be unimportant, in a measurement system this represents a 5% error.
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Figure 3-4. Integrator characteristics
Several measurements require the use of an integrator. For example, the
measurement of magnetic field by means of the voltage induced in an open circuit
coil, the measurement of electric field by means of the current between two short
circuited electrodes, and the measurement of current by means of a linear coupler
all require that the measured signal be integrated. We think that the linear
coupler approach shows considerable promise in distribution automation, so the
integrator problem was investigated further.
A constraint is again applied by the use of optical power, and a further
constraint may be encountered in field measurement work. The low power problem
may rule out the addition of complex temperature compensation circuits, and the
application to field measurements is likely to be driven by size goals, again
ruling out additional circuitry. Therefore, means of compensating the trans-
mitter by changes in the receiver were sought.
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There are two parts to the solution. First, the transmitter is deliberately
decompensated so as to make the free-running frequency act as a surrogate for the
temperature at the transmitter. This necessarily implies that the llnk cannot
be used at dc. In most power system applications this is not a serious
limitation. Second, the receiver gain is made to depend on this indication of
remote temperature so as to correct for the observed gain changes. It is assumed
that the temperature dependence of the integrator capacitor is a simple function,
that can be adequately corrected for by simple compensation. Our experimental
results confirm thls; it seems that straightforward linear temperature correction
is adequate.
It is easy to decompensate the transmitter, so as to make the free-runnlng
frequency of the VCO any desired function of temperature. Simply by adjusting
the compensation current (into pin 12), the temperature dependence can be made
positive, zero or negative, over quite a wide range. The diode volt-drops (D I
to D 3 in Figure 3-3) vary uniformly with temperature. The compensation current
is therefore a linear function of temperature. Although the timing resistor
value is chosen for low current consumption, and--uncompensated--results in a
nonlinear temperature dependence, the overall effect is that the frequency is
almost a linear function of temperature, see Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5. Decompensated VCO characteristics
At this point in the development, we have a transmitter whose gain is a function
of temperature, and whose free-runnlng frequency is a (controllable) function of
temperature. It is possible that the VCO transfer characteristics, which depend
on free-running frequency, are now also temperature dependent. This effect is
due to the change of frequency, and not the choice of timing components. The
timing components chosen have little or no effect on the slope (or the capture
range) for a constant frequency. This can be seen in Figure 3-6, which compares
a VCO performance for two values of timing capacitance, C t with the timing
resistor adjusted for constant frequency.
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As the center frequency, fc, was increased by changing either the timing resistor
or capacitor, the slope of the curve decreased. This change appears to be a
linear relationship. Figure 3-7 demonstrates this.
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Thus, it is anticipated that transmitter transfer characteristic temperature
dependence is an effect that can be corrected, since it may not be distinguish-
able from the gain changes in the integrator.
In the receiver, then, the link signal and the transmitter center frequency must
be separated, and the gain of the signal measurement system made to depend on the
frequency. Figure 3-8 is a block diagram of the arrangement used to accomplish
this.
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The signal from the detector is shown as being applied to two separate filters.
One is the normal signal processing filter, if used. This is shown as a band-
pass filter: the signal is assumed to be ac coupled. The other is a low-pass
filter with a very low cutoff frequency (possibly minutes) that essentially
recovers the temperature effects at the transmitter, and removes the modulation.
This signal, the dc level of the phase-locked loop demodulator, represents the
free-running frequency of the transmitter (assuming that the average value of the
modulation is zero), and hence reflects the temperature, and hence the gain. By
multiplying this information by the demodulated signal, a compensation signal can
be derived. An analog multiplier is a convenient way to do this. This
compensation is added to the original signal, so that the system output is
corrected for transmitter temperature effects.
In the preceding discussion, the receiver demodulator was assumed not to be
temperature sensitive. In practice, it is not necessary to achieve this
perfectly. The temperature compensation system shown in Figure 3-8 can be used
to correct for temperature effects in the receiver, too. In this case, a
temperature measurement circuit, possibly using diodes to sense the local
temperature, provides an additional input to the multiplier.
Uncompensated, the gain of a typical system might vary 10% between 0°C and 40°C.
If the compensation is defined as zero at 20°C, it must then reach a maximum of
5% at the two extremes of temperature. It is not difficult to adjust the
compensation so that the overall gain is stable within 1% over the range. This
amounts to a drift of 0.025%/°C, or 250ppm/°C. With careful adjustment, and
patient use of the temperature-controlled environment, this figure can be
improved.
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4. A PERIOD-MODULATING SYSTEM
4.1. Background
A second development is concerned with telemetry of analog information. In
telemetry over optical fibers, it happens that representing an analog quantity
by means of an analog light level is usually unsatisfactory, and alternative
means are used. A commonly used alternative is to employ frequency modulation
(FM), since the detection process is then essentially insensitive to the
amplitude of the received signal.
Detection (or demodulation) of an FM signal can be accomplished in a number of
ways. At high carrier frequencies, a discriminator may be used. Over a wide
range of frequencies, a phase-locked loop may be used. At low carrier frequen-
cies, better rejection of the carrier is obtained by a system that combines the
techniques of state estimation and phase locking to cause a local oscillator to
mimic the frequency modulated oscillator. (This last approach was described in
Section 2 of this report.)
The present development retains the state estimation to improve the carrier
rejection, but it uses a different modulation technique, so that linearization
by means of a phase-locked loop is not needed.
4.2. Description of telemetry link
There are several ways to implement a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). At
high frequencies, it is usual to control the value of a circuit parameter, such
as a capacitance or a mutual inductance, by means of the applied control signal.
At low frequencies, it is more common to employ a relaxation oscillator, and to
have the control signal control the charging rate of a capacitor in the circuit.
In such a system, the capacitor will charge until it reaches a specific target
voltage, at which point it is discharged, and the process repeats. If the
charging rate is increased, the target is reached sooner, and the frequency is
increased. Systems like this can implement very linear frequency modulation.
In the usual phase-locked loop application, the modulation is performed by a
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO): the output frequency is determined by the
input voltage. The period between pulses, the only parameter that can be
directly measured using only two pulses, is instead the reciprocal of the
frequency. This seemingly intractable mathematical identity has not been
resolved in any way that is widely accepted as satisfactory.
The prototype of the new system uses a relaxation oscillator, but the charging
rate is held constant and the target voltage is controlled. Now if the target
voltage is increased, the capacitor takes longer to reach the value, and the
frequency is decreased. By analogy with FM, we may call this period modulation.
The effect is the reciprocal of FM. Figure 4-1 contrasts the two modulation
methods.
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Figure 4-i. Comparison of frequency modulation and "period" modulation
The modulation process can be replicated in the receiver circuit, and the
modulating signal recovered efficiently. If the state estimation method of
demodulation is used, the output of the sample-hold circuit is an estimate of the
modulating signal, without the need to enclose the estimator inside a phase-
locked loop. Zero- or first-order estimators have been built in our prototypes;
higher orders may be possible.
What one would ideally like is a modulating/demodulating system in which it is
easy in the demodulator to reproduce what is going on in the modulator. An
important result of this new system is that if the period is modulated instead
of the frequency, recovery of a high quality estimate of the modulation is
greatly simplified.
The prototype modulator is shown in the block diagram Figure 4-2. The system
functions as follows. The ramp generator produces a linear ramp with a constant
slope. The output of the generator is applied to one input of a comparator. The
control voltage, instead of controlling the ramp slope as in FM, is applied to
the other input of the comparator. When the ramp voltage reaches the value of
the control voltage, the comparator changes state. This causes the ramp
generator to be reset, which reverses the state of the comparator. The process
repeats, causing a train of period-modulated pulses to be generated.
CONTROL
RAMP _1 INPUTGENERATOR COMPARATOR
I RESET
PULSE GENERATOR t_OUTPUTpuLSES
Figure 4-2. Prototype period modulator
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The demodulation process is fundamentally a replica of the modulation process.
In both the modulator and the demodulator, the pulses correspond to the starting
and stopping of the ramp generator. The result is that the ramp generator in the
demodulator mimics exactly the ramp generator in the modulator. (This is a clue
to the excellent linearity of the system.) As a practical matter, there is a
very small delay because of the finite width of the reset pulses.
The information conveyed by the arrival of a pulse from the modulator is
precisely that at this instant, the signal voltage was equal to the ramp voltage.
Since we know when the previous pulse arrived, and how fast the modulator's ramp
generator charges, we know the value of the signal voltage at the instant of each
pulse. In fact, since we have a local ramp generator that mimics the one in the
modulator, we have a replica of this voltage in the demodulator.
In terms of signal recovery, we can estimate the signal between pulses. The
zero-order estimate is that the signal was constant in the interval. A zero-
order hold circuit operating on a sample of the ramp voltage immediately before
the arrival of each pulse implements this. The first-order estimate is that the
rate of change of the signal was constant in the interval. This is implemented 3
by a first-order hold circuit. In our prototype link we used the sample-hold
system described earlier to create the state estimator circuit. The arrangement
is shown in block diagram form below.
PULSE I IINPUT RESETO----,.- CONTROLTIMING
LOGIC
RAMP J__ SAMPLEGENERATOR HOLDCIRCUIT
DEMODULATED
OUTPUT
Figure 4-3. Prototype period demodulator
As a practical matter, it is important to ensure that the signal voltage applied
to the comparator in the modulator does not reach zero, or more specifically, the
discharge value of the ramp. This would force the oscillator to infinite
frequency, a practical impossibility. In our implementation, there would be some
nonlinearity before this, because of the finite width of the reset pulses, so
there is further reason to ensure the condition is not reached. It is a simple
matter to offset the control voltage before it is applied to the comparator, and
to remove the offset in the demodulator. A bandgap reference diode provides a
convenient and temperature stable means of offsetting both modulator and
demodulator. The results shown below were obtained with a system of this kind.
3 Approximately. As with the Type III phase-locked loop described earlier, the ramp senerating circuit
that generates the signal that converts a zero-order estimate into a first order one is accurate only if the
period between pulses is constant. The fact that it is not gives rise to some of the observed nonlinearities
of the system.
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An alternative implementation in which the ramp generator operates between the
supply rails rather than ground and one rail has not been tested, but it is clear
that it would obviate the need to offset the signal. Since the ramp and the
signal could each be almost as large as the total supply voltage, it is likely
that there would be an improvement in the dynamic range.
A further small refinement overcomesa possible problem with the modulator. If
the reset pulse for the rampgenerator is triggered by a change of state in the
comparator, a single missed reset can cause the system to "lock up." Once the
comparator has gone into the state that indicates the ramp voltage exceeds the
input, it will not change state again. If, for somereason, the ramp failed to
reset, no further output pulses would be generated. This condition can be
avoided by having the reset pulse generated by the state of the comparator,
rather than its transition, or by meansof a "watchdog" circuit that generates
an additional pulse if too much time has elapsed between reset pulses.
4.3. Period modulator-measured results
Because the period demodulator uses the state estimator approach, it is to be
expected that its performance resembles that of the phase-locked loop described
in Section 2. This is broadly true, though in somerespects it outperforms the
PLL system.
Figure 4-4 shows the output signals and the spectra for input signals of 2, 20
and 200 mVat 80 Hz. (These results maybe comparedwith Figures 2-7, 2-8 and
2-9.) In each case the spectrum shows the signal to be 40 dB or more above the
fundamental of the carrier. At 2 mV(Figure 4-4 (a)) the discrete nature of the
output is evident. Someuncertainty in the levels of the samples can be seen.
This maybe due to amplitude noise in the modulator comparator or demodulator
sample-hold, or timing jitter.
At the higher signal levels (Figure 4-4 (c)-(f)) there seemsto be less evidence
of harmonic distortion than in the case of the phase-locked loop. This is
particularly noticeable in the spectrum of the signal corresponding to a 200-mV
input, Figures 2-8 (f) and 4-4 (f). In the case of the PLL, someoutput at
harmonics of the 80-Hz carrier is clearly evident, although to be sure their
level is in the order of 60 dB below the fundamental. Harmonic distortion
products appear to be totally absent from the spectrum of the period modulation
system.
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Figure 4-4 (a) and (b). Period modulator/demodulator performance, Vin = 2 mV
(c) Output signal
Figure 4-4 (c) and (d).
(d) Output signal spectrum
Period modulator/demodulator performance, Vin = 20 mV
(e) Loop output signal (f) Output signal spectrum
Figure 4-4 (e) and (f). Period modulator/demodulator performance, Vin = 200 mV
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The dynamic range of the system is shown in Figure 4-5 for a signal frequency of
80 Hz.
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Figure 4-5. Period modulator/demodulator dynamic range
As expected, the dynamic range is comparable with the PLL system, and in the
order of 70 dB. The discontinuity in the output near an input of 1 mV is due to
the insertion at this signal level of an amplifier (external to the period
modulator/demodulator system) to facilitate the measurements.
The frequency response is excellent, as shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6. Period modulator/demodulator frequency response
Above about 1 kHz there is a slight increase in the output, or a decrease,
depending on the size of the capacitor in the receiver sample-hold circuit. This
distortion is quite unimportant, as there is in any case a frequency aliasing
problem at such high ratios of frequency to sample rate. The frequency response
of the period modulated link was not particularly amplitude dependent.
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Figure 4-7. Square wave response
The spectrum plots are a little misleading, in that the harmonics seem to be
asymptotic to some value. Actually, this effect is an artifact of the spectrum
analyzer, which has a linear abscissa. The amplitude of the 10-kHz harmonic is
20 dB down on the lokHz figure, and the 25-kHz response is 20 dB down on the
2.5-kHz output, indicating the expected I/f decrease in harmonic output
associated with a square wave. This is verified in Figure 4-7 (d), in which the
spectrum of the input signal is included. The two spectra are very similar.
In some applications of the system as a link, there might be interest in the
response to ramp signals. For example, the fields associated with video display
terminals (VDTs) may be ramplike, because of the need to scan the screen.
Figures 4-8 and 4-9 show the link response to ramps.
The ramp response is clearly as good as the square-wave response. At an input
frequency of i kHz, there are only 8 or 9 samples per cycle, but within this
limitation, the output is a faithful copy of the input. If the system were to
be used to measure VDT fields, with a repetition rate of about 15 kHz, a carrier
frequency in the order of i00 kHz should suffice for a reasonably accurate
measurement of the harmonic energy.
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Figure 4-8. Ramp signal response, 80 Hz, 20 mV input
(a) Output signal (b) Output signal spectrum
Figure 4-9. Ramp signal response, i kHz, 20 mV input
4.4. Concluding Remarks
The period modulator/demodulator system described above enables a telemetry link
of low carrier frequency to reproduce low-frequency signals accurately.
Harmonic-rich signals, such as might be generated in phase-controlled circuits,
and ramp signals, such as those caused by screen scanning circuits, are also
transmitted accurately. The system also exhibits good dynamic range without the
use of filtering.
A zero-order design has been evaluated, and while higher orders are possible, it
may be inferred from the results presented in Section 2 that the extra complexity
is not usually warranted by the improvement in performance. In future optical
links our group is likely to use the zero-order period modulation system
described above in preference even to an FM system using the Type III phase
detector described in Section 2.
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